SPECIAL EVENT

FOOD STANDS
What is a Special Event Food Stand?
Special Events are organized gatherings usually taking place
outside. These events include but are not limited to farmer’s
markets, festivals, block parties, and fairs. A special event food
stand/ vendor is a food and beverage service establishment
which is used in conjunction with celebrations and special events,
and which generally operates no more than three times annually
for no more than ten total days. However, many of these
establishments, whether a market store, food truck or pop-up
store, have more permanent places at regular events. “Street
food” had become a very popular trend within the hospitality
industry throughout the world. The idea is simple: gourmet
trucks, carts, vans or stalls pop up in often unexpected parts of
the city to offer anyone and everyone a chance to taste their
delectable, mouth-watering food at a good price. This trend has
gained a lot of traction within South Africa, with a number of
South African market stores and food trucks emerging.
The food truck movement as we currently know it evolved from a direct response to the recession around 2007
in the US, where restaurants had to downscale operations and patrons had less cash to spend on lunch. Since
launching in South Africa, food trucks have rapidly been causing an exciting alternative to your usual food
outing.

What are their realities and what challenges do they face?
Running a special event food vendor store can be costly,
sometimes with little ROI. A big consideration for these kinds
of business is budget and the start-up cost of financing the
business needs to be considered.

Business owners also need to decide how they will be staffing
their truck or store and the level of skills they would require,
whether it is a gourmet chef, chef-in-training, mid-level staff or
students.

Food trucks and market stores have fewer overheads than
running a restaurant and because they’re mobile they can
move to where there is a market need.

An active social media presence will help bring in new customers
to special events and food vendors. Word-of-mouth also plays a
big part in their marketing strategy, therefore customer
satisfaction is very important.

Business owners will need to access the correct permits such
as a business licence, health and safety certificate, liquor
licence and possibly a licence for the playing of music. These
requirements may vary from business to business and from
one local municipality to the next.
At large events and festivals, food stands need to keep track
of the high amount of food and drinks that they are selling.
Business owners need to make sure that their food is visually
appealing and appetising and that their food truck or market
stores is beautiful and in a pristine condition.
Customers also do not want to miss any of the festivities at
events and get frustrated when they have to wait for their
order.

Due to heavy foot traffic at events businesses selling food need
to offer fast service so that customers do not have to wait in long
queues. Events and festivals are notorious for their long queues,
and people would like to order their food and drinks before they
miss the entertainment.
Business owners need to decide at which events they would like
to trade at, whether publicly at markets or festivals or at private
or corporate events.
Many festivals and events work on a token or branded card
system in order to serve food and drinks with speed and
efficiency and customers often prefer to use alternative payment
methods.

How does TallOrder meet their needs?
TallOrder’s monthly package options are affordable,
allowing you to follow your passion without worrying about
what’s in your pocket. One of our comprehensive TallOrder
packages includes a Pop Up option, which allows you to use
your Point of Sale solution for 14 days per month – perfect
for a food truck or market stall that is being utilized for
festivals and events that are not permanently running.
Special event vendors often work at events or in locations
which do not have access to Internet connections. TallOrder
POS will keep functioning even if Internet connectivity is
down or disrupted. As soon as Internet connectivity is up
again, all transactions will be synced to the Cloud.
At events and festivals, there are likely to be a lot of people
waiting for their orders, which can be quite complex. It is
important that your event or festival is giving out the right
orders in time. Accurate ordering also gives staff the
opportunity to upsell, even when under pressure during
busier times.
TallOrder’s POS integrated online ordering app, ToGo, allows
quick ordering and payment from a mobile phone, meaning
that the only thing left to do is pick the order at the counter.
This will result in shorter lines and ultimately, more sales!
Our Point of Sale Software Solution products fast, flexible
and accurate reports that will reveal sales and buying
trends, which will help in your next event being even more
successful.
Studies have demonstrated contactless payments taking
less than half the time of comparable chip card transactions.
You don’t need survey data to know that consumers hate to
wait, even for a few seconds. Less time per transaction
means happier customers. TallOrder POS V6.0 now allows
for contactless payments via our integration with NFC
technology.

Many festivals and events work on a token or branded card
system in order to serve food and drinks with speed and
efficiency. Alternative payment systems can be added to our
solution, making it perfect for once-off or regular event. With
small purchases, a need for additional payment systems is a
necessity. We offer integration with leading mobile and
traditional payment systems such as SnapScan, Zapper and
MasterCard’s MasterPass.
Market/ Event visitors expect their food to be served at
restaurant levels of satisfaction (hot, tasty and presentable), but
completed in take-away timing. Our POS allows you to input
orders in less clicks. This means less waiting time and additional
opportunities for more business. Our POS is simple and intuitive,
which means faster service and happy customers which are
likely to come back.
Large events and festivals need to keep track of the high amount
of food and drinks that they are selling. Our Point of Sale
Software Solution products fast, flexible and accurate reports
that will reveal sales and buying trends, which will help in your
next event being even more successful.
Event menus can vary, depending on the theme, day or even
popularity of the event. Our ability to customise your menu,
providing staff with only the menu items that are on offer, will
result in fewer clicks, a quick ordering process and speedy
collection of the menu item. Menu items are easy to input and
just as easy to edit, meaning that you can customize your menu
for that particular special of the day, according to your menu
offering. Additionally, you can add a menu item right on our POS,
saving you even further time. Ideal for permanent or once-off
markets and other mobile events.

Based on these deductions it is clear that South African special event vendors can greatly benefit from the
implementation of various digital tools in their businesses. In Social Tables’ 2017 trend report, 35% of event
planners surveyed stated that the arrival of event technology has made the most noticeable impact on the
industry. Festivals and Events need a Point of Sale Solution that is fast on its feet and accurate at all times.
There are many benefits for special event vendors to embrace new technologies, like TallOrder POS.
With a fully-integrated Cloud POS solution these businesses can provide fast and efficient service; ensuring that
they stand out in the competitive hospitality sector.
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